Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache - Episode #22
Week #5
Mission: "The City of the End of Things"

Host Jafo says:
While investigating the disappearance of the Bajoran colonists at Trevan, Commander Storal and his away team were lost to sensors. In orbit, the USS Apache attempted to locate them but was stopped by a growing low-yield tachyon disruption. This disruption caused failures among several key systems including sensors, transporters, and communications.

Host Jafo says:
On the surface, the Away Team learned that they had been transported 30 years into the future - a dark future where the Cyanite Hegemony had conquered the Federation. The Apache herself was reported lost many years earlier, but every few years another member of her crew appears at Trevan where the survivors had been living for decades.

Host Jafo says:
Meanwhile, back on the Apache, the tachyon disruption continued to grow causing sensor range to shrink at an exponential rate. The Apache seems to be trapped within a small bubble of normal space surrounded by an impenetrable wall of tachyons. Phasers, photon torpedoes, and deflector discharges have been used with no effect.

Host Jafo says:
Now the Apache's crew must find a way to break free of this disruption as it begins to threaten to crush the ship. Meanwhile, Commander Storal must make a decision that will either abandon the colonists he came to help, or save his ship and Captain. Will this be the end of things?

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week #5 >>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_V`Taran says:
@::quietly contemplating the conundrum of temporal mechanics in his cave in the mountains::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::kneeling near the mesa that overlooks the valley, going over the sensor data:: Self: It must be here. Why can’t I see it?

CNS_Lux says:
@::talking to someone who just appeared on Trevan, who is hysterical about the sudden changes in her life::

EO_Tana says:
::in Engineering, staring anxiously at the master situation display and trying to figure out what to do::

CIV_Torsian says:
CEO: Are we ready to initiate the static warp bubble?

CMO_Naegle says:
@::in the mountains running more scans::

SO_Bern says:
::riding in the turbolift, to the bridge::

CIV_Lane says:
@::looks around at the group wondering what actions they are going to take::

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO: Umm ... sir...

CEO_Yeung says:
::does a final check:: CIV: Okay, we're all set.

FCO_V`Taran says:
@::hears the XO with Vulcan ears and rises silently to join him::

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS: Yes Mister Rakhmatullin?

SO_Bern says:
::steps out onto the bridge, and walks toward the science stations::  S'klar:  What did you find?

EO_Tana says:
::frowns as more and more structural integrity field junctions start to blink red from the stress::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::walks over to the XO:: XO: How's it going, sir?

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
::shifts uneasily:: CO: I realize this probably isn't the best time ... but my relief hasn't shown up, and is now several hours late. I've tried calling Mister Wregget twice, but I've gotten no answer.

CIV_Torsian says:
::glances over at the Operations Officer after nodding to the CEO:: CEO: Ready when you are, why don't you explain it to the Captain, I'm a grunt not an engineer.

MO_Karl says:
@::looks out over to the next mountain:: CMO: I don't know if this is where we are supposed to be.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::slips out of the small wooded area, her arms full of wood::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: I have a possible solution, but...

CNS_Lux says:
@::puts her arms around the young girl and speaks comforting words to her, reassuring her that everything will be okay, even though she doesn't know if it's true herself::

CEO_Yeung says:
CO: Captain, we're going to create a static warp bubble around the ship. It'll put us in subspace, and buy some time ... maybe. ::looks sheepish::

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS: No you're right it isn't the best time ... have the computer locate him.

FCO_V`Taran says:
@XO: What are your thoughts, sir?  ::notes his surroundings calmly::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::looks at Karl:: Karl: We'll be fine, Doctor. ::turns back to Storal::

EO_Tana says:
::taps his badge:: *OPS*: Engineering to Bridge.

SO_S`klar says:
CO: That will prove futile, Captain.

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
::coughs:: CO: Umm ... yes sir, I did. The computer couldn't locate him, sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: But, what, Commander?

CIV_Lane says:
@::joins the others as the XO is speaking:: XO: I hope its a good one… ::kneels down next to them::

Host CO_Linard says:
CEO: Whatever works Mister Yeung, right now I'm open to anything...

MO_Karl says:
@::nods to the CMO and listens to the XO, as he looks around::

CNS_Lux says:
@::leads the young girl to their campsite where she can freshen up and be prepared to face the challenges that are laid out ahead of her::

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: Well the solution to our situation is extremely dangerous.

CNS_Lux says:
@::turns and joins the others where they are overlooking the valley::

FCO_V`Taran says:
@::nods in agreement with the XO's words::

CEO_Yeung says:
::shrugs helplessly:: CO: Engaging warp bubble now. ::presses several keys on his console::

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: We know that the chronoton fountain in the center of the council chamber is the source to the anomaly.

CIV_Torsian says:
::nods to the CEO and wonders:: CEO: Do tachyon’s penetrate subspace?

CMO_Naegle says:
@::listens to the XO::

Host CO_Linard says:
::growing increasingly agitated:: OPS: Explain. Either he's on the ship or he's not...

OPS_Qul says:
@::drinking her bloodwine in a bar downtown::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::nods::

CNS_Lux says:
@::nods:: XO: So ... we have to shut it down then?

EO_Tana says:
::sighs and changes the channel:: *CEO*: Tana to Commander Yeung, sir, are you there?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: Exactly.

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO: Well ... I'd say he isn't, but the computer can't tell me when he left either.

SCI_Stillman says:
@::pacing quietly in the city center::

CIV_Lane says:
@::nods and keeps listening::

CEO_Yeung says:
*EO*: Aye, Tana … what is it?

TO_Ovl`men says:
@::motions for a 360-degree security perimeter::

MO_Karl says:
@::doesn't care for what he is hearing, and what he thinks might be said next::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: What kind of repercussions would that have, sir?

CIV_Torsian says:
::monitors the progress of the CEO's work from his console::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::spots Qul, and walks to her::

CIV_Lane says:
@XO: We shut it down and then what?

Host CO_Linard says:
::rubs her forehead:: CIV: Mister Torsian, add Wregget to our missing list... ::pauses as if she's just gotten an idea::

SO_S`klar says:
::looks at Rakhmatullin, then to the Captain::  CO:  Internal sensors indicate only eighty-nine of the Apache's crew complement remain onboard the vessel, Captain. ::hands her a PADD with the current roster::

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS: Can the computer give you his last location?

Jaxlt_Burta says:
@::rips the glass out of Qul's hands:: Qul: You've had enough!

EO_Tana says:
*CEO*: Sir, I'm trying to get permission to activate the backup battery stations. The port aft section is starting to twist the superstructure.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: It would do one of two things ... collapse the fountain returning us to our normal timeline…

CEO_Yeung says:
*EO*: Permission granted, Ensign. Do what you can.

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: And the other thing?

Host CO_Linard says:
::looks at the PADD and grows curious:: SO: Well, now...

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: …or...

SCI_Stillman says:
@Self: The years have not been nice to this Brikar. ::sighs at Jax's behavior::

OPS_Qul says:
@::growls at Jaxlt:: Jaxlt: What do you think you are doing?

CIV_Lane says:
@XO: …or … what if we don't want to go back?

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO: No sir ... I've also checked and the computer can’t locate approximately 50 members of the OPS department currently. Umm ... yes sir, I did. The computer couldn't locate him, sir.

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: Or destroy the colony ... and the planet.

MO_Karl says:
@::closes his eyes as the XO's words go through him::

CEO_Yeung says:
::looks up to Torsian:: CIV: Actually ... I'm not sure.  Tachyons don't seem to be the most documented particles in the world.

Jaxlt_Burta says:
@::cleans the glass:: Qul: I realize it must be foreign to you ... but I am cleaning something. ::wipes the rag over the glass::

TO_Ovl`men says:
@::walks up to the XO:: XO: Sir, a security perimeter has been formed. We have distributed what small arms we arrived with.

CNS_Lux says:
@::takes a deep breath::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::steps back at the XO's statement:: XO: But it has to be done, right sir?

SO_Bern says:
::has the computer calculate the exact geometric center of the tachyon sphere::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CIV: Well then you are free to join Mister Terman's group.

OPS_Qul says:
@::rips the glass out of his hand:: Jaxlt: I wasn't done with my drink! Pour me another!

Host XO_Storal says:
@TO: Good work.

EO_Tana says:
*CEO*: Thank you, sir. ::closes down the channel and moves to the commander's usual station, sitting down and keying up as many of the backup battery stations as are available:: Ko-Dah: Start routing as much power as we can. If the hull starts to buckle too much we'll start cracking seals all over the place.

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS/CIV/CEO: Well, I think it's safe to say that the away team aren’t the only one’s disappearing.

SCI_Stillman says:
@Qul: Hello there, taking in some drinks?

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: Are the chances ... 50/50?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: Yes, the procedure needs to be done precisely.

CIV_Torsian says:
::nods to the CEO:: CEO: Perhaps if we just jump to warp?

SO_Bern says:
Self: I knew it. CEO: Commander Yeung, I've calculated the exact center of the sphere of tachyon’s to be located within the primary shuttlebay; the location of the Cyanite capsule vessel to be exact.

Host CO_Linard says:
CEO: How is that bubble holding?

CIV_Lane says:
@::takes a deep breath and settles back, listening::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: Let me know how you want me to help, sir.

Jaxlt_Burta says:
@::loudly:: Qul: You've had enough ... his Lordship Terman says no more than three drinks per person. ::gives Stillman a 'get her outta here' look::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: That’s about the size of it.

MO_Karl says:
@::stands up:: XO: Sir, I say we start as soon as possible then.

CIV_Torsian says:
::snaps to the words of the Science Officer's statement:: SO: Then we should destroy it!

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: I don't want to sound selfish ... but ... I want to return to where we belong.

EO_Tana says:
::checks on the ship reports as he works, hoping to spot things he might be missing on the boards:: Self: What happened to the away team?

Host CO_Linard says:
*EO*: Status Mister Tana? And please don't tell me you have people disappearing from your department too

CEO_Yeung says:
CEO: It appears to be stable, Captain. ::turns to the Science Officer:: SO: Oh jeez, you mean we had the source of the thing right under our noses?

Host XO_Storal says:
@MO: Good. All: I understand if any of you don’t want to do this.  I wont make you.

OPS_Qul says:
@Stillman: Uh ... yes that is what I am doing.

SCI_Stillman says:
@::replies to Jax's look with a 'try me' look::

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks at the other, wondering what they think::

Host CO_Linard says:
::looks at the SO and CEO:: CEO/SO: How are things going gentlemen?

EO_Tana says:
*CO*: I haven't received any reports of that ma'am, but I can't be certain. Everyone I can get my hands on is working the power and structural integrity grids.

CIV_Lane says:
@CNS: It does make more sense ... even if I didn't like myself much then.

SCI_Stillman says:
@Qul: I don't think his Majesty Terman would appreciate that, eh? He has become quite orthodox over the decades. ::laughs::

SO_Bern says:
CEO: Possibly. We'll need to take a look at it. An engineer never showed up to inspect it ... at least we know why that is, now.

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: But if there is a chance that we can return to the past and stop the invasion from happening, then we have to try.

CIV_Torsian says:
CO: Captain, the Cyanite vessel we have on board is the source of the tachyon bubble. We should destroy it.

Host CO_Linard says:
*EO*: Good, we're going to need it Mister Tana...

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: So, you believe the invasion happened about 30 years ago? From the time that we disappeared?

CMO_Naegle says:
@::nods:: XO: How and when do we start, sir?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CIV: I understand Miss Lane.

Host CO_Linard says:
CIV/CEO: How is that possible?

OPS_Qul says:
@::growls again:: Stillman: I don't care what Mister Termite thinks.  What are you drinking?

TO_Ovl`men says:
@::walks around the security perimeter::

EO_Tana says:
*CO*: Yes ma'am, we'll do our best. Engineering out. ::closes the channel and looks up distractedly from the report on the missing away team, wondering what's happened to Ligeia and Emma::

CIV_Lane says:
@XO: Where do we start?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: That’s the thing, I don’t think that Mister Terman's faction is going to let us walk right up and do it.

SCI_Stillman says:
@Jax: Have you gotten any new stuff, old pal?

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: I think ... we all want to go home, despite the alternate consequences.

CIV_Torsian says:
CO: I'm not sure sir, the SO discovered it and he would be able to explain better.  Preparing to decompress main shuttle bay and jettison the vessel.  Arming aft phasers, waiting on your command, sir. ::keys in the commands and brings the ship to the readiness he just described::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: Then we need to neutralize that threat, do we not?

MO_Karl says:
@CMO: What do you mean by neutralize?

CIV_Lane says:
@All:  Neutralize it or at least distract it long enough to get someone in there.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: I’d rather not fire on Starfleet officers if it can be helped.  But if you are attacked… ::sighs:: …defend yourself.

Host CO_Linard says:
::looks to the SO:: SO: If that ship is the problem, is there a way to disable it?

CEO_Yeung says:
::checks his figures:: CO: I think we should destroy it, Captain. We don't have much time left.

Host CO_Linard says:
::holds up her hand to the CIV::

CMO_Naegle says:
@MO: I mean, neutralize.  Distract, or disable.

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: Commander, is it possible to recruit Mister Terman's faction for the distraction purpose?

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: Aye sir.

MO_Karl says:
@::nods to the XO, but doesn't care to fire any weapon::

EO_Ko-Dah says:
::grabs Tana on the shoulder:: EO: Sir, look. ::points to the structural integrity field junctions blowing from the ventral sections quickest:: I thought the bridge said this thing was coming from everywhere.

CIV_Torsian says:
::is tempted to give the CO a high five but understands the motion and waves his hand over the buttons necessary to execute his operation::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: What do you mean? A ruse?

TO_Ovl`men says:
@*PFC_Mackerby*: Make sure the plasma packs are distributed to the security teams.

Host CO_Linard says:
CIV: Hold on Mister Torsian, I have a little job for you.

CIV_Torsian says:
::raises both eyebrows with delight:: CO: A task Captain?  Do tell!

CNS_Lux says:
@::pause:: XO: Yes.  We need to get to the council building to disable that fountain, right?  If Mister Terman’s faction would distract the guards long enough for us to get inside...

PFC_Mackerby says:
@*TO_Ovl`men*: Yes sir, will do.

CIV_Lane says:
@XO/CMO: Is there a way to put something into their water supply, just enough to knock them out for a few hours.

EO_Tana says:
::looks up and watches the pattern:: Ko-dah: If it was, they should be failing equally. ::thinks as quickly as he can:: Run a quick simulation, at the current rate of failure, where will the innermost structural integrity field generators on the bottom reach those on the top.

EO_Ko-Dah says:
::sits down and starts working on the calculations::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: I don't think I have enough sedative for that.

Host CO_Linard says:
::looks at him:: CIV: If that ship is the source, then it might be our link to the missing members of our crew. I want you to fly that ship off the Apache. Take it to the surface and see if it allows you to recover our team. Get down to the shuttle bay immediately.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::walks into the group and drops her wood, keeping a wary eye out::

MO_Karl says:
@CIV: Lane, they would all have to drink the water then, and we might not have the time for that.

CEO_Yeung says:
*EO*: Ensign, we just learned that the tachyon bubble is closing in on the Cyanite vessel. Coordinate power to the structural integrity field accordingly.

OPS_Qul says:
@Stillman: So where is our illustrious leader?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: Do you have any ear protection ... like earplugs or the sort?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: That’s a great idea.

TO_Ovl`men says:
@::walks back to where the senior officers are::

CNS_Lux says:
@::beams:: XO: Thanks.

CIV_Lane says:
@::nods:: MO: True ... but we need to do something.

EO_Tana says:
::gets the signal just as the calculations tell him the same thing:: *CEO*: Confirmed, Commander. Attempting to compensate. Can we just eject it?

CEO_Yeung says:
CIV: Wasn't Lieutenant Bern going over the vessel before? ::turns to Bern::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::Nods:: XO: Yes sir, I do.

Host CO_Linard says:
::nods:: CIV: Not all of them, now get going....

SCI_Stillman says:
@Qul: Ah! I wish I knew. He has only time to himself lately. I can only wonder what Storal and his group is planning out this time.

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: We may not have to fire a single shot.

OPS_Qul says:
@::sneaks behind the counter as Jaxlt cleans a table; helps herself to some more bloodwine::

CEO_Yeung says:
*EO*: Don't know yet how that'll affect the bubble. We're working on it.

CIV_Torsian says:
CO: Sir! Yes sir! ::turns on his heel and bolts for the turbolift as a crewmember steps off:: TL: Main Shuttlebay…

MO_Karl says:
@All: If I might suggest a nighttime attack … maybe catch them off guard?

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::dusts her hands off as she winds her way between those standing around::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: That would be preferable.

Jaxlt_Burta says:
@::glares at Qul, but lets her have her drink::

OPS_Qul says:
@Stillman: Yes, I wonder myself...

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: We need to contact the faction though and talk to them about it.  How do we do that?

CIV_Torsian says:
*Guller*: Meet me outside of the Main Shuttle Bay with a full flight suit for me.

Host CO_Linard says:
::mutters to him as she takes her chair with renewed hope:: CEO: I hope this works, Commander.

CIV_Lane says:
@XO: That's certainly something to hope for, but I wouldn't count on it. 

PFC_Guller says:
*CIV*: On my way gunny! ::grabs a pack of gear and hops onto a turbolift:: TL: Main Shuttle Bay.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: Just walk right up there.

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS Rakhmatullin: Monitor his progress, Mister Rakhmatullin.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::stops at the outer edge of the group to listen::

CIV_Torsian says:
::steps off the turbolift and greets Guller::

SCI_Stillman says:
@OPS_Qul: He's always been a stubborn person, ever since before the loss of the Apache decades ago. He might still be trying to get back to the 'past'. ::sighs:: Futile.

CNS_Lux says:
@::nods::

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO: Aye sir ... I'm on it.

CEO_Yeung says:
::scratches his head:: CO: I hope so too, Captain.  Uhh, Torsian does know how to pilot it, right?

CIV_Lane says:
@::looks at the XO:: XO:  Do you think that they'll work with us?

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: What if we take the CNS's idea and applied it to all of us.

EO_Tana says:
*CEO*: Understood sir, I'll take a team up there with some replacement SIF generators. We're routing as much power as we can, but they're still blowing. We can try to replace the bad ones on the fly.

PFC_Guller says:
::hands Gunny the gear and helps him put it on::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CIV: I don’t think so. They have made their choice.

CEO_Yeung says:
*EO*: Understood, be careful.

CIV_Torsian says:
::zips up his suit and holsters his 'equipment' before entering the main shuttlebay and hopping into the Cyanite vessel::

OPS_Qul says:
@SCI_Stillman: Yes ... stubborn. We will never get back ... that is why I will enjoy the moments as they come.

Host Computer says:
All: Warning, pressure on structural integrity field rising; structural collapse in 20 minutes.

Host CO_Linard says:
CEO: Probably not, but how hard can it be?

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: I think ... we need to get you, Commander, to do the actual shut down of the fountain.  You know more about it than any of us.

PFC_Guller says:
::heads to the shuttlebay operations controls and begins the take off sequence by opening the bay doors::

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: If all of us approach the colony and say we’ve changed our minds.  We can just walk right up to the fountain.

CEO_Yeung says:
CO: For our sake's, I hope it won't be.

MO_Karl says:
@XO: Sir, whatever we decide, we should probably do it quickly.

EO_Tana says:
*CEO*: Aye sir. Tana out. ::turns:: Ko-Dah: Get someone from Operations to meet us outside the shuttlebay. Outloud: Beta Team, let's go!

Host CO_Linard says:
CEO: How is that bubble holding Commander?

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: We go with the ruse. Is everyone ready?

EO_Tana says:
::grabs his toolkit and jogs out of Engineering, heading toward the lifts::

CIV_Lane says:
@::nods:: XO: They may believe us at that.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As Mister Torsian jockey's his body into the Cyanite craft ... which is not at all built for someone his size, he splashes around in what is left of the Cyanite phosphorous medium. It coats his hands and body parts making them glow blue.

SCI_Stillman says:
@OPS_Qul: Indeed ... let's toast to it. ::picks his own glass off wine and raises it:: OPS: To us ... the ones with some sanity still.

MO_Karl says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
@::nods:: XO: I'm ready.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::quietly moves back to the areas of trees and is soon deep into them::

CIV_Torsian says:
::looks at all the odd controls and stars pushing a few buttons with his glowing blue body:: *CO*: Gunnery Sergeant, Lieutenant Fred Torsian aboard the Cyanite vessel request permission for take off.

CEO_Yeung says:
::shakes his head:: CO: It doesn't seem to be affecting the tachyon’s. I'd better shut off the engines to save power.

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: Then lets go. May the Prophets shine on you all. ::turns and heads down to the colony::

CIV_Lane says:
@::stands and brushes the sand from her knees:: XO: Yes sir, let's get going.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Sirens blare in the shuttlebay as the lights turn off and the Main Shuttlebay doors begin to open.

Host CO_Linard says:
::nods:: CEO: Good plan, use whatever systems you need to shunt power to the structural integrity field.

OPS_Qul says:
@::toasts with Stillman and downs her drink::

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: Right ... I wonder, do they exist here? ::mutters that as she follows the others towards the colony::

CIV_Lane says:
@::walks with the others headed for the city::

MO_Karl says:
@::follows the XO, hoping that his "prophets" are for real::

Host CO_Linard says:
*CIV*: Granted Mister Torsian, good luck to you.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::as she reaches the outer edges, she starts to run, entering into a gentle lope::

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods and turns off the warp engines and diverts the power to the structural integrity field::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::stands up and follows the XO down towards the colony::

EO_Tana says:
::clambers into the lift with Beta Team from engineering:: TL: Shuttlebay … emergency override, Tana-0-9-Charlie.

CIV_Torsian says:
::hits whatever buttons seem right to seal the hatch while affixing an oxygen mask to his face:: *CO*: Thank you sir, and to you.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The hatch comes down and bonks Torsian on the head ... forcing his face down into the blue liquid briefly. It burns his eyes, but is tolerable.

Host XO_Storal says:
@::says a silent prayer to the Prophets as he takes out his PADD and begins to do the calculations needed for this to work::

CNS_Lux says:
@All: Even if we get killed here ... if one of us can shut down that fountain, theoretically we should be alive again in the past.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::following landmarks that only she knows where to look for, her feet quickly eat up the distance to the colony.::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::places his rifle near the counter as he pours another glass for him, after the toast::

CIV_Torsian says:
::hits the main thruster button and the forward navigation button and what looks to be the engage button::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: That’s the idea.

CMO_Naegle says:
@CNS: Theoretically yes, I just hope you're right.

MO_Karl says:
@::looks over to the CMO:: CMO: I hope we don't need it, but I am carrying my medical kit. I don't know if it will be enough if this thing blows up in our faces.

Host CO_Linard says:
::gets up and begins to pace the bridge::

CNS_Lux says:
@::feels for her weapon, just in case::

EO_Caillau says:
::squeezed in the turbolift with a worried look on her face:: EO: Think this time we'll bite the dust, sir?

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks over at Doctor Karl::  Karl: I think if this blows up in our faces, medical treatment is the last thing we'll be worrying about. ::smiles weakly::

CIV_Lane says:
@CNS: Well, the important thing is to put an end to what is happening here now ... our lives aren't important when you think of the larger picture.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The engines of the Cyanite craft fire up and it begins to hover above the deck of the main shuttlebay.

CMO_Naegle says:
@MO: Good thinking, Andrew. We might need it.

EO_Tana says:
::bursts out of the lift, trying to ignore the horrible squealing of metal as the ship is forced to change shape slowly under the onslaught::  Caillau: I don't think so, Nadia. Somebody that gets paid more than we do is going to solve this. All we need to do is give them the chance. ::looks up toward the shuttlebay and is surprised to find the door open::

MO_Karl says:
@::frowns at the CNS's words::

Host CO_Linard says:
OPS: Can we get a visual of Mister Torsian?

OPS_Qul says:
@SCI_Stillman: Hey, lets go to the council chamber and find Mister Termite.

CNS_Lux says:
@CIV: I understand. ::smiles::

CMO_Naegle says:
@MO: The Counselor could be right, but thank you for being prepared.

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO: Aye sir ... on screen. ::puts the image of the Cyanite vessel on the screen::

CIV_Torsian says:
::begins to become accustomed to the controls of the vessel and thinks that he could possibly get used to this, if not for the size:: Self: Here we go... ::fires up the engines heading away from the Apache::

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::reaching the area within firing distance, she slows her pace and keeps her head down, glad her dark skin keeps her less visible::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::nods in agreement:: OPS: Yes, let's go. He owes us some answers by now. ::gets up and straps his rifle to his shoulder::

CNS_Lux says:
@::blushes:: MO: I didn't mean anything by it … just an observation.

EO_Caillau says:
::gulps and nods, then turns her head sharply to Tana:: EO: One minute … the Chief gets paid?

MO_Karl says:
@::nods to the CMO, though he wants to think positive::

Host CO_Linard says:
::leans her hand on the back of the FCO's chair and watches the screen intently::

EO_Tana says:
::gestures in the right directions:: Caillau: Take two with you and start switching out the Portside generators that have blown already. If you can do that, I think you'll get a raise. ::smiles thinly:: Go! ::sends the other three to starboard and takes the last with him into the shuttlebay::

OPS_Qul says:
@::grabs her guns and heads out the door::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As the Cyanite vessel moves away from the Apache the Tachyon Disruption remains centered around it. The horrible shrieking aboard the Apache continues as the Tachyon wall pushes through it. Deck after deck is compromised and hull breeches sound throughout the ship.

CIV_Lane says:
@::nibbles on her lower lip as they approach the city::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::arrives at the perimeter and says to his team:: All: Remember ... what we do in life echoes throughout eternity.

CMO_Naegle says:
@CNS: I understand, Ligeia.  But please, we do need to think positively.

MO_Karl says:
@CNS: That's okay, I know what you were getting at.

EO_Caillau says:
::grins and rushes to get to work::

SO_Bern says:
CO:  Captain, call him back!  The Cyanite ship is pulling the tachyon sphere with it!

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::entering the back way she slows, looking around, as she heads for the council chamber::

CNS_Lux says:
@::nods to the XO::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::calmly heading to the Council Chamber::

CEO_Yeung says:
::does his best to coordinate repair teams all over the ship::

CIV_Lane says:
@::nods:: XO: Yes, especially with what we're trying to do now.  ::takes a deep calming breath::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::nods to the XO::

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
::grips his console:: CO: We've lost communications ... life support and structural integrity is failing.

OPS_Qul says:
@::sways a bit while she's walking:: SCI_Stillman: Yeah, let's find out what he's up to now.

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: We'll follow your lead.

Host XO_Storal says:
@::surprised that no one is here to meet them:: All: This bodes well. ::continues to make his way to the council chamber::

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::seeing a familiar face, calls out:: OPS: Qul...

CNS_Lux says:
@XO: Should we spread out?

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: We are all supporting you, Commander.

CIV_Torsian says:
::increase power to the engines and pushes on forward away from the Apache::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As Storal and his group move through the city, some folks notice them and quickly head into the nearest building barring the doors.

SO_Bern says:
::hears that communications are down and bites his lower lip::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: Spread out ... but act casual.

Host CO_Linard says:
:;grips the back of the chair tightly:: SO: Patience Lieutenant... ::grows more nervous as the ship tears itself apart around her::

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::calls again:: OPS: B'hala ... hold up.

CNS_Lux says:
@::feels eerie:: XO: You know ... someone showed me this holonovel once, set in early 20th century on earth.  They had these people called cowboys and gangsters or something ... and people would run and hide when they showed up in town. ::shudders:: XO: That's exactly what the atmosphere feels like about now...

MO_Karl says:
@::notices the people running for their lives:: All: Maybe they know something we don't.

CIV_Lane says:
@::watches as the doors close on a nearby building:: Self: They're here ... but not showing themselves.

EO_Tana says:
::shoes squeak on the bay plating as he falls back to dodge a shower of sparks exploding from the wall where a generator used to be:: Self:@&^$! ::brushes the small smolders off his uniform and drags himself to his feet, accepting the generator from the tech:: Tech: Get that housing off, hurry!

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: AN ODN conduit explodes, and the Apache seems to move up on its side briefly as everyone is tossed to port. The Tachyon Disruption begins to pass through the ship and enters main engineering.

CEO_Yeung says:
::looks in alarm:: CO: Captain! The tachyon disruption has reached engineering and is compromising the core!

Host XO_Storal says:
@CNS: I know exactly what you mean.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::puts on another burst of speed to catch up::  OPS/SCI: I don't know, but they are not planning something good.

CNS_Lux says:
@::moves slowly away from the group, towards some children who are playing on the street with sticks and stones::

SO_Bern says:
::watches internal sensors read out, the deck plating crumpling like tin::

CIV_Torsian says:
::looks forward without looking back:: Self: I hope this works...

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As Tana falls to the ground, the section he is in is crushed as one deck comes down on top of the other and decks 10 through 14 become deck 9.

CMO_Naegle says:
@::smiles at the comment by the CNS as she spreads out away from the group::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::arrives at the council chamber and shouts:: Jax: Mister Burta!

CEO_Yeung says:
CO: We'll have a warp core breach in a matter of minutes! ::gives the evacuation signal in engineering::

CIV_Lane says:
@::moves away from the group ... and turns suddenly when she hears the XO shout::

SO_Bern says:
::stumbles with the shock to port, and shuts down his panel, not wishing to watch any longer::

Host CO_Linard says:
CEO: Can you eject the core?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As Torsian approaches the coordinates of the planet Trevan; he sees that a storm is brewing in the upper atmosphere. As Storal's team enters the city center it begins to rain down on them hard.

CEO_Yeung says:
::enters the commands to eject the core::

MO_Karl says:
@::moves away from the chamber doors::

OPS_Qul says:
@::enters the council chamber after walking a bit::

CNS_Lux says:
@::frowns as the children's parents and siblings came by and snatched the youngsters up and hid in a building, locking and barring the doors::

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
CO/CEO: Ejection systems are off...

CIV_Torsian says:
::pilots the vessel towards the planet looking out through his window seeing large storm patterns:: Self: Better take her down.

MO_Karl says:
@::looks up at the rain and looks for a place to get out of it::

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks up in the sky as it rains, and runs toward the council building::

MO_Karl says:
@XO: Perhaps we should take shelter from the rain.

CMO_Naegle says:
@::feels the rain and runs the rest of the way to the council chambers, not even trying to be casual anymore::

CIV_Lane says:
@::yelps as the rain stings her skin and tries to move into the shelter of a building::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Apache's core breeches as the ships neck snaps; its primary hulls collapses onto its secondary. Both sections explode in a huge ball of fire and debris. At the same moment, the remaining members of the Apache crew materialize in the city center of Trevan. Each appears to have aged by 30 years.

SCI_Stillman says:
@::just following a bit behind Qul, enters the chamber from an opposite access than was used by Storal::

Host XO_Storal says:
@Jax: Mister Burta!  I have a proposal! ::looks around for any signs of him and is surprised to not see Jax there::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::winces, then slowly opens his eyes:: Self: Huh?

CIV_Torsian says:
::streaks his way across space making his approach to the planet::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Storal enters the Council Chamber as Stillman and Qul enter from the opposite. Both are surprised to see Captain Linard and the others materialize right in front of them.

EO_Tana says:
@::falls back on his derriere, shying away from a collapsing ceiling no longer there:: Self: What the...!

SO_Bern says:
@::pinches his hand::  Self:  Ow ... hmm...  ::lifts his head, to look around::

Host CO_Linard says:
@::looks around and a small smile appears on her face as she looks to the CEO knowingly::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::stop dead in his tracks:: CO: Captain Linard?

Host XO_Storal says:
@:CO: Captain?

OPS_Qul says:
@::looks around and suddenly sees officer’s appear::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::looks and sees Captain Linard:: XO/CO: What the...?

Host CO_Linard says:
@::looks at the members of her team:: SO/XO: Gentlemen, I hope you haven't been waiting long...

CIV_Lane says:
@::sees others materialize and frowns:: Self: What is going on here?

CIV_Torsian says:
::can't help but wonder if his mission was or will be a success::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::spots Storal as well and draws his rifle:: XO: What are you doing here this time?

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::pauses just within the council doors, her eyes moving from one person to the next::

SO_Bern says:
@::sees several elderly-looking fellows, wearing Starfleet uniforms ... thinks one looks sort of like Commander Storal, but doesn't recognize the other::

MO_Karl says:
@::moves close to the building and then to the chamber doors::

Host CO_Linard says:
@XO: Status Mister Storal...

Host XO_Storal says:
@SO: Coming to settle this.

EO_Tana says:
@ ::winces as he gets back to his feet, rubbing his hip, sixty year old muscles not taking bruises like they used to:: Outloud: Hello?

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::moves closer to Qul and whispers into her ear::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::stands up straighter::

Host Emma says:
::waiting patiently on the surface of Trevan, detects a vessel in a low orbit and sends a distress call::

SCI_Stillman says:
@::eyes Storal cautiously, but decides to put his rifle down in the Captain’s presence:: Self: Better this be for good.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: It seems that we are all put here by a temporal anomaly. In this timeline the Cyanites have conquered the Federation.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks at Tana:: EO: Jeez, what happened to you Tana?

CIV_Torsian says:
::hears a bleeping and looks over to his right:: Self: The walking tricorder! ::taps at the controls to pull up the location of the distress signal from EMMA::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::takes out his tricorder and begins to set it to send a signal to EMMA::

EO_Tana says:
@CEO: Me sir, what happened to you? ::shocked at the man with hair shot through with gray::

CIV_Lane says:
@::makes her way inside, out of the rain::

SCI_Stillman says:
@CO: And Mister Storal and his followers have this delusional plan to get back in time... ::sighs::

Host CO_Linard says:
@::nods:: XO: I see... ::nods to the weapons:: So what's with the weapons?

CIV_Torsian says:
::sets course for Emma’s location on the surface and begins to enter the lower atmosphere of the planet::

MO_Karl says:
@::stays close to the XO, thinking it to be the safest place for the moment::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks at his wrinkled hands:: Self: Well, at least now I can retire from all this madness...

Host Emma says:
::detects a second signal, this one with a Federation signature and grows confused::

SO_Bern says:
@CEO: In case you hadn't noticed, Lieutenant Torsian didn't make the trip with us. ::kicks at the floor dejectedly, wondering about the Marine's fate::

Host CO_Linard says:
@::looks to Stillman:: SO: It's not delusional. We just didn't suddenly appear from nowhere. We were just on the Apache.

CMO_Naegle says:
@::walks up to stand beside the XO at the Science Officer’s comment::

Host Emma says:
::creates a new set of parameters to deal with the confusion::

CIV_Lane says:
@::hears Stillman as she walks in:: Stillman: Delusional?  Maybe, but things have to be set right at the beginning.

EO_Tana says:
@::looks around, self-consciously taking his hand off his rear end:: CEO: Sir, I know this place ... I've been here before. This is where we found the ... the other head.  How did we get here, sir? What happened to us?

OPS_Qul says:
@::listens to Cheyenne::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks up:: SO: I hope the guy made it...

Host Emma says:
::acknowledges the signal from Commander Storal::

SCI_Stillman says:
CIV_Lane: And how would you tell 'when' was this beginning? What if we mess things more still?

Host CO_Linard says:
@XO: Have you discovered what's causing the anomaly?

CEO_Yeung says:
@::shrugs to Tana:: EO: Don't know. Last thing I remember was hearing the core breech.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: Sir the anomaly will continue to grow until the entire galaxy is drawn in. I will put a stop to it now!

CIV_Torsian says:
::slows his approach and increases his angle:: Self: Hang on little buddy, I'm coming. ::pulls up next to EMMA and parks the vessel whilst popping the hatch::

SO_Bern says:
@::folds his arms in front of him:: CEO: Since the tachyon bubble seemed to be coming from that Cyanite ship, he could still be all right.

SCI_Stillman says:
@CO: The same happened to all of us, Captain ... some one year ago, some over thirty years ago!

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: A chronoton fountain in the center of this room.

CNS_Lux says:
@::glances over at the EO, and does a quick check to make sure he's all right, before moving her attention to the conversing around her::

Host Emma says:
::walks to the center of the council chamber and sits on its haunches ... then prepares to initiate self-destruct, but something goes wrong and a puff of smoke comes from one of its panels::

EO_Tana says:
@ CEO: And the last thing I remember is... ::trails off, remembering the impossibly loud noise and the electric cold that touched his skull when his spine was crushed::

CIV_Torsian says:
::takes out his phaser rifle and points it along the horizon then resting sights on EMMA:: EMMA: What the?

Host CO_Linard says:
@All: How do you propose we seal off this fountain?

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::looks from Stillman to Qul to the one being called Captain … she doesn’t look familiar to her::

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: I have sent a destruct order to EMMA. When she explodes it should close the anomaly.

CIV_Lane says:
@::sighs and shrugs:: Stillman:  I don't know, I just know that we need to get them before they take over.

Host CO_Linard says:
@XO: Where is she now?

SO_Cheyenne says:
@XO: And what will it do to those of us here?

CIV_Torsian says:
::straps his rifle around his back and takes out a tricorder examining the data from within EMMA:: EMMA: Self-destruct, eh?

EO_Tana says:
@::reaches out with a liver spotted, instead of trill-spotted, hand:: CNS: Li?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: Right where I left her, in the council chamber.

CNS_Lux says:
@::doesn't think Kavli would approve of exploding his machines, even if it meant resetting time, looks over at whomever is touching her:: EO: Oh ... hi ... Kavli?  ::blinks:: You look ... older.

CIV_Torsian says:
Self: Wouldn't that kill me in the process? ::looks around at the approaching tachyon field:: Self: Looks like I'm dead anyway, But maybe there's a chance... ::opens up EMMA and looks around for the big red destruct button::

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::notes she was not heard, looks over at B'hala::

EO_Tana says:
@::frowns:: CNS: You too. ::realizes he's holding her and lets go:: CNS: What is all this?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CO: How else did the head arrive in the chamber?

OPS_Qul says:
@SO_Cheyenne: Well, if we die, it could be a good day to die.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Torsian finds that one of Emma's circuits was blown in the process of destruct. The two ends have become separated.

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks at the dropped hands and feels a pang of regret, but shakes it off and puts her hands on her hips:: EO: Trying to figure out a way to destroy the tachyon fountain.  If the calculations are correct, we can return back to the time where we came from and ... prevent this from happening.

MO_Karl says:
@::is confused at what is going on, but starting to catch on::

Host CO_Linard says:
@::smiles:: XO: Of course we had to find out the hard way.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@OPS: I would prefer not to die just yet... ::quietly:: …do we let them try or stop them?

EO_Tana says:
@ ::tries to work that all out, having lost her at 'trying to figure out':: CNS: Oh ... okay.

CIV_Torsian says:
::raises an eyebrow and bonks the walking tricorder on the head:: Self: Why can't you work like you were supposed to? ::opens up his phaser and uses the metallic casing to connect the two ends:: Self: Silly thing.

CNS_Lux says:
@EO: They wanted Emma to self-destruct and close the fountain in the past ... but I think it has failed.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::glances over at Stillman::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::looks down at the tricorder:: All: She has received the signal. It should be anytime now.

CNS_Lux says:
@EO: What happened in the past?

OPS_Qul says:
@SO_Cheyenne: I say we fight and try to stop them...

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As Torsian reconnects the two wires; Emma's completes the last set of orders ever given to her. The unit overloads its sarium-krellide batteries, a process which would normally have virtually no effect on the environment around her. But in this tachyon rich environment, the sarium is like tinder to gasoline.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@OPS: At the fountain?

OPS_Qul says:
@SO_Cheyenne: Yes.

SCI_Stillman says:
@::catches Cheyenne's look::

EO_Tana says:
@::looks down:: CNS: I died.

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::moves back out the door and pauses:: OPS: What about Stillman?

SO_Bern says:
@::quietly, with his hand casually half-covering his mouth:: CEO: Commander ... I hope I'm not the only clueless one standing around here.  ::watching the proceedings with only marginal interest::

CNS_Lux says:
@::clasps her hands together anxiously, peering at the doorway, and hopes no one will start attacking them now::

MO_Karl says:
@::beginning to wonder if he died as well and is in his own hell::

CNS_Lux says:
@::ears perk up:: EO: You what?

OPS_Qul says:
@::still swaggering in her drunkenness and attempts to look sober::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Xe3O that is released triggers a cascade effect, which explodes outward growing in diameter by the second. It blasts Torsian backwards away from Emma. He lands several feet away as the Tachyon disruption is burned away in the atmosphere. 30 years in the future, Emma's head comes hurtling through the chronoton particle fountain.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::pats Bern on the shoulder:: EO: Nope, you're not the only one. ::chuckles::

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks over at the head:: EO: Kavli...?  I think you might want to take a look at this?

CIV_Torsian says:
::gets thrown several feet away and lands::

SO_Cheyenne says:
@::looks at Qul, realizing she is drunk again … with a sigh, she leads her to the fountain::

OPS_Qul says:
@SO_Cheyenne: I don't know... ::looks over at Stillman::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: It smacks Storal in the chest, and causes him to lose his breath as he falls backwards and the head rolls under a tarp. As the atmosphere of the past Trevan disintegrates, the storm outside the Council Chamber abates and the sun comes out as each member of the crew slowly de-ages.

EO_Tana says:
@::glad not to have to talk about it:: CNS: Sure... ::makes his way over, ignoring the pain in his hip till he realizes it's going away::

Host XO_Storal says:
@::falls to the ground holding his chest and gasps for air::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: A wave washes over them and their tattered uniforms become whole again, their depleted rations and makeshift buildings disappear, and 'Camp Storal' in the mountains vaporizes into thin air. All but the most senior crewmembers of the Apache disappear from the area.

SO_Bern says:
@::pauses a second:: CEO: Did you see that? ::eyes widen at the spectacle, then even more so as he looks to Yeung, watching the gray in his hair turn back to it's original color before his very eyes::

CMO_Naegle says:
@::watches what's happening, but can't believe it::

CNS_Lux says:
@::feels a tingly sensation and looks down at her hands and arms::

MO_Karl says:
@::moves to the XO:: XO: Sir, are you all right?

OPS_Qul says:
@SO_Cheyenne: Okay, are we there yet?

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks around as people start to disappear around her, as well as the images around her changes::

CEO_Yeung says:
@::feels renewed vigor flow throughout his body:: Self: Whoa...

Host XO_Storal says:
@MO: I’m fine Mister Karl… ::winces as he gets up::

SO_Bern says:
@::lets go of his subconsciously held breath, turning where he stands to look around the site::

EO_Tana says:
@::looks around, wincing in the sunlight:: Self: Oh wow...

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: Sir?

Host Emsil_Morath says:
@::walks up to the Captain, looking to be the model of an efficient bureaucrat:: CO: Captain Linard ... on behalf of the colonists, I'd like to thank you. Without your assistance, we wouldn't have beaten of this attack of the Parinisti measles. You and your crew are welcome here anytime. ::extends his hand to her to shake it::

Host CO_Linard says:
@::holds out a hand to Storal:: XO: You okay?

Host Emsil_Morath says:
@::looks concerned:: CO: Is your First Officer all right?

CNS_Lux says:
@::blinks back at the light, but over hears Morath::  Self: Measles?

Host XO_Storal says:
@All: Perhaps a cracked rib or two, but I’ll live.

CEO_Yeung says:
@::looks around, very confused and mutters to himself:: Self: I hate time travel.

EO_Tana says:
@::spots the few members with the small red spots, reminiscent of the measles in remission:: CNS: But we never found them...

SCI_Stillman says:
::working casually at his station in Stellar Cartography::

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: I'll see you in Sickbay then, right sir?

Host CO_Linard says:
@::looks awkwardly from Morath to Ky, then relaxes a bit as she smiles:: Morath: I'm sure Doctor Naegle will take good care of him ... it was an honor to be able to help your people, Mister Morath.

Host Emsil_Morath says:
@::nods and smiles:: CO: Is there anything else we can do for you before you leave?

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: If I must… ::chuckles:: Ow!

CNS_Lux says:
@EO: Found ... whom?

MO_Karl says:
::checks his supplies in sickbay:: Self: What a day this is. ::enters data to a PADD::

SO_Cheyenne says:
::down in science lab, working on one of her many projects::

EO_Tana says:
@::gestures to the Trevan colonists:: CNS: Them.

CMO_Naegle says:
@XO: You must, Commander.

CIV_Lane says:
::picks up the toys not being played with as she helps out in the nursery::

Host CO_Linard says:
@Morath: Thank you, but no. We have some unfinished business to take care of. ::taps her combadge:: *OPS*: We're ready to beam up, Mister Rakhmatullin.

Host XO_Storal says:
@CMO: Very well then. :: grins::

Host Emsil_Morath says:
::bows and stands back::

SO_Bern says:
@Self: This isn't right. CEO: I got to say; this isn't helping clear the clouds of confusion. ::scratches his head, fully bewildered at this point::

CNS_Lux says:
@::looks around again:: EO: I think ... time has been restored..

Host CO_Linard says:
::looks around at her crew and the missing away team, turns back to Morath and smiles quietly to herself:: *OPS*: Energize…

Host OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
*CO*: Aye sir ... I'm bringing you home now. ::initiates transport::

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week #5 >>>>>>>>>>

